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Attend Big Smoker 
To Be Held April 7 
On College Campus 
Vol. XV, No. 11 REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLO. 
GOI!D Support Prep Parade Remember Last Year? Keep Old Spirit Up ! ! 
April 1, 1933 
Orators Ready Magpie Becomes Great Pet On Campus s~=i~OM~~~:::f Regis Ramblers 
For Finals In 
K. C. Elocution 
Regis possesses if not a famous 
at least a unique pet. It is a mag-
pie. Large gatherings on the cam-
pus of late are usually found to 
be centering on this bird. He is 
fearless and at times takes on a 
pugnastic nature, pecking at the 
ankles of anyone who happens to 
Of Faculty Down Chubby's 
HERE SIX DAYS On n)J·amond 
Optimistic Over Prospect of I; 
Institution Overcoming Fi-
nancial Stress. 
Five Men Have Qualified to 
Participate in Contest for 
be nearby. He is a friendly scaven- The Very Rev. Samuel H, Horine, 
ger, and Lou Weber doesn't like S. J., Provincial Superior of the 
him. Missouri province, left for the 
Johnny Wilson and Tierney Pitch Well for· 
Collegians, Permitting Only Six Hits 
BOX SCORE 
CHUBBY'S CAFE 
Gold-Medal Awarded in June 
Little Theatre to Be Scene of 
Competition. Great Crowd 
Expected to See Efforts of 
Elocutionists on Monday, 
April 3. 
The annual elocution contest in 
the College will be held on Monday 
evening, April 3, in the Little 
Theatre. The Knights of Columbus 
gold medal will be presented to the 
winner on commencement day. 
Dean Joseph Ryan Is 
Confined to Hospital 
On Wednesday afternoon Dean 
Father Joseph Ryan turned over 
his duties to Father William Ryan 
and entered St. Joseph's hospital as 
a patient. His general run-down 
condition prompted his physician to 
send him to the hospital for a com-
Those who have weathered two plete physical examination and a 
preliminary contests and are ellgl- complete rest. Father Mahoney 
ble for the medal are Walter An- drove him to the hospital in his 
gerer, Emmett Harrington, Max car. The Brown and Gold wishes 
Jonke, Edward Sanchez and Ed- the dean a speedy recovery. 
round Pigeon. Musical numbers by 
the orchestra under the direction 
of Father Dlmichino wlll add to 
Coffee ·Drinkers 
Discuss Work of 
Michael Williams 
"Maggie" turned up at Regis dur- Dakota Jesuit Indian Missions last 
ing the last zero spell. He was Tuesday after paying a brief visit 
found down in the grotto almost at Regis. The visit is an annual 
frozen and was taken and kept. He one and is for the purpose of in-
recuperated rapidly, what with spection. His assistant Rev. W. J. 
good food and a warm place to live Fitzgerald S. J., went directly to 
in. Now that warmer weather is his headquarters at St. Louis Uni-
here he has been turned loose, but versity. 
+~---------------~-~., ~ 
I 
it seems he has decided to stay. Father Horine was very optimis-
He has a bad habit of stealing tic concerning the future of Regis. 
every glittering article he sees. He declared that the Jesuits never -
Locker keys and wrist-watches ap- give up a college where there is 
peal especially to him. It is expect- hope for the future. Denver is 
:~t:e a ~~~e b~;s:n~~~e~:I d;:a~~; :~~ai~~h~ni;::I :~::: f~~ :h:o::;:~ 1
1
1 
after sitting day after day on the Father Horine admitted that the 
tops of standing autos and listening financial situation of Regis was ex-
to the boys prepare for their quiz- tremely grave but stated that the 
zes. 
Novena Is ·Plan Of 
Council Student 
matter was a local one and ex-
pressed confidence that the people 
of Denver and of Colorado would 
rally behind Regis with their finan-
cial support and prevent its doors 
from being closed. 
Father Horine declared that in 
A schedule of student activities, his travels through the Missouri 
designed to spread over the balance Province which is the second larg-
of the school year, is being formu- est in this country he has noted 
lated by the student council. that the Catholic schools are pro-
PRESIDENT'S 
MESSAGE 
-0-
My dear students: 
A.B. R. H. P.O. A. 
Burns, cf. . .......... .4 1 0 3 0 
Dyer, 2b .............. .4 1 1 1 3 
Long, 3b. . ............. 3 0 0 0 3 
Lucetta, lb ........... 3 
Cochran, rf. . ...... .4 
La: Guardia, If .... .4 
Paulino, ss. . ........ .4 
Ricotta, c. . .......... .4 
Hitler, p ............... 0 
Lucci, p ................. 3 
Venetta, p . .......... 1 
Totals .............. 34 
1 
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0 
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0 
6 26 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
REGIGS 
Raedel, ss. . .......... .4 
Domencio, cf. . ..... 5 
Siems, c. . ............ .4 
Dolan, lb ............ .4 
Chilero, 3b. .. ........ 5 
Wilson, p ............. 3 
Tierney, p. .. ........ 1 
Manian, lf. . ......... 3 
McHugh, 2b. . ...... .4 
Lammerman, rf. 2 
McGraw, rf ......... 2 
Totals .............. 37 
2 
2 
0 
1 
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0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
0 12 
2 
2' 
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1 
4 
9 
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0 
2 
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0 
2 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
6 11 27 14 
the entertainment of the occasion. 
The judges who have accepted an 
invitation to serve are Rev. R. J. 
O'Nelll, U. S. A. chaplain at Fitz-
simons Hospital, Mr. John P. 
Akolt, attorney, and Mr. M. J. Me-
The prime consideration of the Included in this prospective plan ducing mere l}.nd more Catholic 
Coffee Drinkers the two weeks past are such events as a novena to the leaders. He also said that the de-
has been the life and work of Jesuit martyrs to alleviate the pression has proved his faith in 
We are in the last quarter of 
the school year and much 
work remains to be done be-
fore you will bid farewell to 
the class of 1933. Several ac-
tivities in the school deserve 
your wholehearted support 
and your willing cooperation. 
Work faithfully so that all of 
you may be satisfied that you 
have done your beat for all 
the endeavors of this present 
year. We are hoping that the' 
public spealting contests will 
be the beat that we have ever 
had, that the baseball teams 
will bring only victories to us, 
that the Little Theatre tour-
nament prize will remain with 
us for another year, that Regia 
students will win prizes in the 
h~tercollegiate English and 
Latin contests, that the Col-
le.ge play will be very well 
produced. High hopes? May-
be. You can do it. It baa 
been done in the past. Beat 
wishes. 
Score by Innings 
Chubby's Cafe 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 RHE 
5 6 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Enery, clothier. M' ·1 · 1chael W1 hams, the present edi- present financial strain of the Col- modern youth as they . are taking 
The contest will be open to the tor of Commonweal. Mr. Williams lege, a smoker, the Prep Parade, the hard knocks of the depression 
public. Friends of the College are ' was born in Halifax, 1876, and at the annual speaking tour, and the without a whimper. 
Score by Innings 
Regis 
especially invited to attend. The 1 an early age began his literary year book. 
competition is a traditional affair 1 works. During his youth he was The smoker, which promises to 
and is intended to demonstrate the : a reporter and hack-writer, and at provide a very good card at a low 
oratorical tal,ent of the students I one time, the sole contributor to a admission price, will be staged for 
and stimulate interest in the art magazine which he had founded. the purpose of raising funds for the 
of dramatic expression. It is the 1 The conversion of Mr. Williams to Prep Parade. 
first of several which are held every I the Catholic faith was a genuine 
year. The oratorical contest, in conversion for although he had been 
which original speeches are deliv- 1 baptized he had ceased to practice 
ered, will be held at the College on his religion at an early age. It is 
April 25. Last year the elocution interesting to note that William 
contest was won by Andrew Hauk. Lyon Phelps calls Commonweal the 
Being the winner, he was not eligl- best written publication in the 
ble for this year's competition. United States. 
The purpose of the annual speak-
ing tour will be to convince the 
high school senior that Catholic 
education is not only most condu-
cive to his general welfare but also 
is especially suited to enable him 
to attain his necessary spiritual de-
velopment. Plans for the year book 
Lent ia slipping away. Have 
you done something for God? 
Annual Prep Very sincerely youn, 1 J. A. Herbers, S. J. Parade Nears · .. "--·---·-.... ·--+ 
Social Function Is 
Expected to Equal 
L~st Year's Event 
NEWSHAWKS TAX 
MEMBERS FOR 
PRESS KEY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
RHE 
6 11 3 
Coming from behind in thE!' last 
half of the ninth inning Regis nosed 
out Chubby's Cafe last Tuesday 
afternoon. Hack Wilson and Sarge 
Tierney toiled on the mound for 
Regis and held the opposition to 
six hits. While the Ramblers snap-
ped out of their hitting slump and 
raked Hitler (No relation to the 
German chancellor) Lucci, and 
Vennetta for eleven safe blows. 
RAEDEL HANDLES 
continue to progress but the appar- Plans for the annual Regis-
At a meeting of the Regis Press 
club last Wednesday the newshawks 
voted to tax each member for the 
cost of a dye which will be used 
to make the proposed press key. 
It was also decided to allow some 
of the men who are to be out of 
school next year the privilege of 
wearing the key although they will 
not have served the required time 
on the staff of the paper. Hereafter 
ELEVEN CHANCES 
The Ramblers, apparently re-
covered from two defeats by D. U., 
appeared to have confidence in 
themselves. They clouted the ball 
with East and fielded almost per-
fectly. Manager Siems in an . at-
tempt to find a winning combina-
tion juggled his team around. 
Raedel played short and turned in 
M H N al T d ent lack of interest by the student Loretto Prep Parade are well under an as atur en ency to bt
0
odtyhehmasenbe
1
_enncaharsgerei.ous handicap way, and according to Mr. Joseph 
Murphy, chairman of the Regis 
Reliaion, Culture Club Js Told T · k- M G committee, it is predicted that u ~· will be one of the biggest and most 
--- rae en to et attractive social functions ever 
One of the important points ligions of the far east, there is the 
which Father Cusack discussed in religion of the Jews. The Jews 
his lecture before the Institute of often received revelation from God 
Catholic Culture Sunday, March 26, and were thus prevented from foi-
ls man's natural tendency toward lowing the Pagan beliefs of the 
religion. The lecture consisted of rest of the WQrld. The Jewish re-
a brief description of the various ligion - was chiefly one of fear. It 
forms in which men have mani- kept in the minds of the Israelites, 
fested this tendency. Religion may however, a fairly accurate concep-
be thought of, said the speaker, as tion of a supreme Being, and it 
man's desire to wor,ship a super- served as a basis for Christ's doc-
natural power and the means he trine of love. One of the major 
uses in order to express this. feel- distinctions of Christianity, Father 
ing. Cusack pointed out, is the belief in 
In describing Brahmanism and 
Buddhism, Father Cusack spoke 
of them as being forms of Panthe-
ism. The followers of these cults 
have a rather vague conception of 
a deity. In general, however, their 
belief consists of an impersonal ul-
timate reality into which they all 
a personal God rather than in a 
vague impersonal supreme power. 
It has been proved, moreover, that 
religions lacking this personal ele-
ment do not have as strong an in-
fluence over men as the Christian 
faith. 
After the lecture, the speaker 
eventually merge. In Asia where answered several questions which 
such religions are practiced the came from members of the audience. 
great majority of people are ignor-
ant in regard to the meaning of 
their ceremonies, and they are held 
in subjection by a powerful priest-
ly cast. 
In striking contrast to the re-
The next meeting will be held on 
April 9 at 3 o'clock. Mr. Laurence 
J. McHattie, S. J., of the depart-
ment of history in the College will 
speak on the origin and develop-
ment of nationalism. 
~ staged by the students of these two Exercise colleges. 
Inspired by Dean Joseph Ryan's 
encouragement in an assembly ad-
dress, more than forty track aspir-
ants answered Coach Walsh's call 
last week. Prospects turned out for 
every track and field department. 
As there was no team last year, no 
letter men are on the squad. But 
the coach is enthusiastic over the 
fact that he has many former high 
school track stars' working with 
him. 
According to present plans, Regis 
will enter the Colorado relays this 
spring. Such men as McNichols, 
Baker, and Guiry look like exper-
ienced men when they are carrying 
the baton. After a few days work-
out Eddie Austin is consistently 
making long broad jumps, while 
Heinie Siems is training for the 
javelin throw. Jacobucci has been 
giving some time to the shot-put. 
As tuneup meets to the Colorado 
relays, Walsh wants to take on the 
Colorado Teachers and Denver Uni-
versity. 
Members of the Regis committee the ruling will hold that a man a sterling game. He bobbled only 
are: Joseph Murphy, chairman., must serve two years on The Brown two chances in 13 tries and started 
Paul Schmitz, Felix Lepore, Ben ap.d Gold before being granted the three double plays. 
Foley, Joseph W. Walsh, Niels Beck, privilege. He must moreo~er be Raedel and McHugh form a 
Frank Sullivan and Richard Hiest- approved by the faculty adviser of snappy double play combination 
er. Members of the Loretto commit- publications. that will afford rival teams many 
tee are the Misses Pulvy, chairman, 
Murphy, Connelly and McKain. 
The date for this dance has been 
set for April 21, although it has 
not been officially announced. 
The purpose of The Prep Parade, 
which was instituted last year, is 
to attract interest on the part of 
the seniors in the parochial high 
schools of the vicinity. Last year 
800 attended the affair. 
This decision was handed down anxious moments. 
by a committee with plenipoten- It is evident that the team has 
tiary' powers appointed by Presi- rounded into s·hape and will win 
dent Phil Dolan by authority of the more than its share of victories. 
members. Ed Sanchez was the PIONEERS BEAT 
"Star of Blood" 
Is Correct Title 
REGIS TWICE 
Regis twice lost to Denver Uni-
versity during the past two weeks, 
scoring only one run in both 
games. The games were played. in 
cold, threatening weather. The 
The Loretto and Regis commit- Star of Blood is the correct title score of the first game was 7 to 1. 
tees in charge of the social are of Silver Dollar Tabor's recently The second was 4 to 0. Barton and 
planning on a capacity crowd of discovered novel on Colorado his- Hitt hurled in midseason form for 
one thousand couples. Negotiations tory. The volume was the object D. U. while Hack Wilson and Sarge 
are under way to obtain a distin- of a wide search by David Karsner, Tierney couldn't seem to bear down 
guished orchestra-preferably one author of Silver Dollar. It was dis- in the pinches for the Ramblers. 
of middle west radio and stage covered by Mr. John Bautsch, a Heinie Siems saved Regis from a 
fame. Announcements are being brother of Father Bautsch, in an shutout in the game on the D. U. 
sent to Catholic schools all over old book store. Mr. Bautsch pre- diamond by placing the ball out of 
Colorado, New Mexico and Wyo- sented the volume to the Regis the park for a home run in the 
ming. library. fourth. 
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Edward Sanchez, Alvin Musser, Charles C. Collins, Vincent Dwyer, 
Frank Sullivan, Robert Kelher, William Slattery, Raul Schmitz, Richard 
McNamara, Pat Orr, Marvin Milan, Emmett Harrington, Richard Hiester, 
James Arbuthnot, John Ligrani, Lou Weber, James Burke. 
FOURTH QUARTER WHISTLE 
The game goes into the fourth quarter-Monday morning. 
Perhaps it has been a tough grind, but let's put all we have 
into the time that remains. A spurt now will make us feel 
pretty good in June. The seniors are going into their last lap, 
in many instances, and they will no doubt make this last period 
count for much. But so should the rest of us. The warm spring 
days ahead may beget the tempetation to do as little as pos~i­
ble. That's why we are writing this editorial-to urge you to 
do more work on the books. We might suggest that the grotto 
of Our Lady would be a good place to make our resolutions. 
Visit the shrine and pray to Her for help to make this quarter 
the best of the year. 
DANCE, CLOWN, DANCE I 
Mr. G. Bernard Shaw, answer to the newshawk's prayer 
for space-filler, is in our midst spreading his gospel of satire 
and ridicule in a reckless spirit of abandon. The publicity he 
gets only emphasizes the old adage that the American public 
likes to be fooled. At present he is sojourning on the western 
coast where his caustic remarks and criticisms of American 
customs and people are being taken, we hope, with a generous-
sized grain of salt. It is a pity that such a philosophical genius 
must go so far from home to be appreciated. He i1 unconscious-
ly establishing himself as a competitor of Will Rogers, as is 
evidenced by the seriousness with which the American people 
receive his harangues upon any and all subjects that may come 
under his scrutiny. 
THE PREP PARADE 
It seems that the Prep Parade is becoming an annual 
affair. It should by all means become more than an annual 
affair. High school seniors come from all over the Rock:y 
Mountain region to attend this dance. There could hardly be a 
better advertisement for Regis and Loretto than this Prep 
Parade. Everyone knows that a high school senior is looking 
towards some sort of a "social life" in college. The college 
that does not offer a little of this in their program becomes 
doubtful in the eyes of the oncoming freshmen. They think 
that they have worked themselves to a finish and are justified 
in looking for some real "college life." So Regis and Loretto 
are taking the best means of advertising their institutions. 
This dance should not be considered by the college men 
and women as a high school affair. The dance will be one of 
the biggest and best ever held in co.Jlege circles. Also every 
Regis man should be there to show the high school seniors 
what kind of students Regis has. 
ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Some one once said: "Silence is golden." We would hard-
ly presume to question the integrity of this proverb, but to be 
able to face an audience, to speak what you have to say, is 
truly a noteworthy achievement. 
Hundreds of otherwise successful business men have failed 
to reach the top rung of the ladder because they could not ex-
press their ideas to an audience. Those men who can sway 
people by mere words are leaders, and Regis is training her 
men to be leaders. 
Five Regis men have been selected as outstanding, and 
they will participate in the finals of the elecution contest to 
be held on Monday evening, April 3. These men have sacrificed 
much of their time in the preparation for this contest. They 
have worked hard. What Regis needs is more men who will 
gladly give up their own pleasure to further her glory. We 
need not be pushed, or bullie~r do we? 
Every man cannot win, of this fact we are assured, but 
every man can and will do his best. The Brown and Gold con-
gratulates the contestants, and its sentiments can aptly be 
expressed in the phrase, "May the best man win." 
NO PREJUDICE ? . 
This is an age of freedom from prejudice. We are all 
broadminded. We suffer in sympathy with the downtrodden 
and oppressed. When reports are circulated that the Jewish 
race is being persecuted in Germany a thrill of horr r passes 
through our whole national life. The daily press has headlines 
proclaiming far and wide the injustice that is being done to 
a great people, editorial writers fume and fuss about the shame 
of it and predict dire consequences, the United States govern-
ment orders an investigation at once; meanwhile Germany 
sends frantic denials of her alleged conduct. We seem to have 
a hazy recollection of Catholics being maltreated recently in 
· Spain. Or was it Mexico? We cannot remember that it rated 
the headlines however. Maybe it was not news. The persecu-
tion of Catholics may be an every day occurrence. It may 
happen too often to be news. Our memory is prob_ably at fault 
but we cannot even recall that an investigation was ordered 
by the United States. We are not holding a brief for the Ger-
man government nor have we any bone to pick with the Jewish 
race but what we would like to know is: Just exactly in what 
are jews so superior to Catholics? 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
+·----·--·--·-----------------·-·---··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·--·--·--
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THERE SHALL BE TEARS 
There shall be tears, no doubt at all; 
I smile now and high courage feign; 
But when you go, a blow will tall, 
Only to leave unmeasured pain. 
Perhaps you would not think that I, 
Who look so gay when yo~t are near, 
Could dare the future with dry eye, 
And not a thought of loss and fear. 
And you are right. There shall be tears, 
And emptiness, when you are gone-
A little tribute in arrears 
For you to meditate upon. 
Jolly Rog,.. I 
i 
I 
------·----·+ 
I Cb a · I Brown and Gold ~ urap~OJU~ Presents Series 
"BEWARE! WE HAVE ONE 
AMONGST US." 
Vince Dwyer figures to make a 
fortune selling the Brooklyn bridge 
and a stack of gold bricks to the 
members of the Ethics class. 
Of Articles 
Will Concern Campus 
Organizations 
Editors Note: This is the first 
of a series of articles which will 
April 1, 1933 
, .............................................................................................................................................. ,': I What to Read ! 
.,.,, .............................................................................................................................................. " 
PORFIRIO DIAZ. The Iron Man With clearness and accuracy the 
of Mexico.-By Carleton Beals. 
Lippincott. 1932. $5.00. 
This interesting and scholarly 
study of the strong man who 
brought about the golden age of 
Mexico's material prosperity de-
serves a place of honor among late 
biographies and historical works. 
For years the author has been an 
authority on political, industrial 
and social questions of Latin Amer-
ica. His books, "Mexico, an Inter-
pretation," "The Mexican Maze" 
and "Banana Gold," rank on a par 
with the excellent book of Stuart 
Chase, "Mexico." 
In the present volume Mr. Beals 
has succeeded in giving an un-
biased, scholarly, and interesting 
account of the administration of the 
man who gave peace and prosper-
ity to Mexico. 
Though not a eulogist of Don 
Porfirio, the author is very fair in 
his estimate of his character, his 
motives, and his claim to greatness. 
His appraisal of the spirit of the 
Mexican people is kindly and his 
study of the historical background 
is accurate and authentic. 
author compresses into compara-
tively few pages a great deal of 
historical data, alive with interest 
and romance. He analyzes the 
present condition of the Church and 
interprets the trend of events as 
favorable to the Catholic faith. 
This brief survey makes us look 
forward to further volumes on the 
Catholic Church in South American 
republics from the scholarly pen of 
Dr. Ryan. 
BOOK 
BARRAGE 
"The Nation" in a recent issue 
carries an item which states that 
college men of Manhattan College, 
a Catholic school, have on popular 
vote chosen "Ann Vickers" as their 
favorite book. After all the adverse 
comment that has come from Catho-
lic sources on this book we feel 
tha:t the Nation is justified when 
it says that we Catholics should 
wash our own dirty linen or words 
to that effect and let our neighbors 
THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. New- alone. To this writer's mind the_ 
ly Translated into English prose. only explanation of the affair is 
-By T. E. Shaw. Oxford Press. that the students of Manhattan 
The magpie borrowed Gartland's 
locker key to get in his nest and 
failed to return it. 
1933. $3.50. were perpetrating a hoax similar 
concern campus organizations, the to that of the St. Louis U. students 
series will continue till the end Translations of Homer's epics are when they overwhelmingly voted 
of the present scholastic year. This numbered by the score, varying but for Thomas in a straw vote held 
f slightly in their degree of excel-new eature is being instituted at prior to the national election. In a 
Beware the eavesdropper! the request of a majority of stud- lence. A new, straightforward later vote the true majority was translation is invariably welcome, shown to be for Roosevelt. 
especially when it stands out among It is unfortunate that this episode 
ents. 
Brother, can you spare a dime? A shr"elded crest on a sr"lver and the rest as does the present volume . d in a Catholic college game any 
A letter to the editor of this black key has been seen hanging and is "neat, close-knit, artful and notoriety for we have no means of 
column: Sir:-I hope you are across the chests of some of the various, and as nearly word-perfect judging what effect it may have on 
satisfied with your understudy, upperclassmen. Many have asked, as midnight oil and pumice can Catholic literary criticism as a 
Lammerman, for putting his head "What is that?" The wearer has effect." 
into my personal affairs. But you responded, "It is a Mace and Mitre Unusual modesty makes the whole. Too many people judge the 
have doubtless found out that he translator say that his work is whole apple by the one bad spot. key." With no further explanation 
met his Waterloo.-Desperado Dan. forthcoming, the inquirer usually "crafty, exquisite, homogenious, and Newman once said that you can-
felt embarrassed and shuffled off. whatever greatness art may possess 
are not the attributes of this trans- not write a sinless story of sinful Dear Desperado Dan:-On the 
contrary, the reason why you 
haven't seen Lammerman about the 
campus is because he began to 
meddle in my affairs.-G. R. V. 
The more daring have ventured the man and certainly this is an axiom 
remark, "Mason, I thought you lation." We believe that he has that we Catholics who are striving 
were a Catholic." After a retort produced a work of art in this to enter the field of literary criti-like this the keyed man was em- translation. No true critic would 
cism should remember. barassed because he knew it would hesitate to pronounce it clever, ex- I think that in some cases Catho-
take too long to tell his friend quisite, artistic and delightful. lies have been rather severe in their 
No meal or lunch is quite complete, what the Mace and Mitre key Every detail of the narrative is told 
in terse and forceful language. It judgments on books, through a mis-
Unless in Riordan's car you eat. stands for. taken sense of, shall we say, Pur-is the strength of the writi1;1g, the 
KEY IS A 
We are now serving brickbats in COMBAT SHIELD 
the billiard room for those nefar- The official crest of the Mace and 
ious characters who attend the as- Mitre consists of a combat shield 
sembly and wish to keep that fel- faced with the Mace and the Mitre 
low down. 
Phantom phrases: "That's our 
dean's new hat."-What's the 
answer to the fifth ?"-"No Ethics 
today, men."-"May we use the 
book?" 
George Dodge suggests that the 
government should get hold of Tom 
Burns for the forest ranger service. 
He could "stomp" out the fires. 
Attention! - Stand erect! -At 
ease! -General Dunn has passed by. 
separated by seven steps, surmount-
ed by the Lamb resting on the Book 
of the Seven Seals, and subscrolled 
with the motto, "Credo Ergo Ago." 
The crest is mounted on the key 
which has aroused the interest that 
prompted this article. 
In order to satisfy the curiosity 
of the student body in regard to 
the Masters of the Mace and Mitre 
and thereby afford the Masters the 
opportunity of further discussing 
the ideals of their society with their 
fellow students, we are giving to 
all the fruit of a long research. 
Baker: "Hey! What's the idea IS NOT A 
of wearing my raincoat?" FRATERNITY 
Martin: "Well, you wouldn't want Mace and Mitre is not a fratern-
to get your suit wet, would you?" ity, but the Masters practice fra-
ternal charity toward all. Mace and 
Weber: "Do you and your wife 
ever have different opinions?" 
Walsh: "Good heavens, yes. Only 
she doesn't know it." 
Approach of Spring 
Brings Students 
Out Into Open Air 
Mitre is neither a social nor a 
political organization, but the Mas-
ters have held most of the promin-
ent positions of student leadership. 
Mace and Mitre is intellectually 
democratic, but the Masters . are a 
selective few. Mace and Mitre is 
not a part of the Sodality, but it 
has the restrictive ideals of the 
Prima Primaria. Mace and Mitre 
has a faculty mEJmber, but he has 
Point gamma (the first of spring the same status as other members. 
to you) was successfully negotiated 
on March 20. The Collegians seem This statement of opposites tells 
what the society is not, and in that 
to have felt its cheery influence, as 
well as the grass and trees and way, what it is, in part. For the positive statement of its essence, 
shrubbery on the campus. The bois-
terous echoes from the indoor recre- we may mention that it is the 
ation hall have dwindled to a mere second oldest organization on the 
campus; it is the only strictly hen-
undertone as the students resort to 
orary society at Regis; and it is 
the quad during their play time. 
Baseball has yielded to bridge. 
Pinochle and ping pong have given 
way to tennis. Radio entertainment 
has lost popularity as the open blue 
and the singing of birds beckon to 
the outdoors. 
what its history tells us. 
HISTORY OF THE 
MACE and MITRE 
As president of Regis in 1929, 
Father Robert Kelly, S. J. found 
(Continued on page 3, col. 4) 
accuracy and force of the rendition, itanism. Of course there are cer-
that place this translation among tain books which we must banish at 
the best that have appeared in Eng- once on the score of the subject 
!ish. matter which they contain, but on 
the other hand there are good 
books, fine pieces of literary 
achievement, which have been con-
demned because of two or three 
FOOT LOOSE IN THE WEST. A 
Journey to Colorado and Cali-
fornia. By Charles J. Fingar. 
Morrow Co. 1932. $2.5o. passages of doubtful morality. 
It would appear to me that this Among the many charming, easy, 
familar books of Charles J. Finger, 
who needs no introduction to read-
ers of books of travel, this volume 
is among the best. Particularly en-
tertaining and of special appeal is 
the section on Leadville and the 
early days of the Bonanza, in which 
H. A. W. Tabor played such a ro-
mantic part. 
CHRISTENDOM IN DUBLIC. By 
G. K. Chesterton. Sneed and 
Ward, N. Y., 1933. $1.00. 
This is a magnificent sketch of 
the glorious pageant of religious 
faith as it passed in review before 
any observer at the Eucharistic 
Congress held in Dublin last June. 
Mr. Chesterton testifies that the 
Irish people, as well as a large por-
tion. of Christendom is passionate-
ly religious. 
To minds like that of Chesterton 
the full significance of the Euchar~ 
istic Congress must be manifest. He 
stresses the appropriateness of the 
choice of Dublin for the congress 
and suggests that Ireland has a 
wonderful mission for the future. 
THE CHURCH IN THE SOUTH 
AMERICAN REPUBLIICS. By 
Edwin Ryan D. D. (Science and 
Culture Series). Bruce. 1928. 
$1.50. 
The laudable purpose of this 
scholarly and instructive little vol-
ume is to present to those who are 
interested in Latin America an 
authentic, U{rto-date survey of the 
history of the Church in the south-
ern hemisphere. 
was hardly fair since we all know 
that life contains a number of per-
sons, places, and situations which 
are noticeable only for their lack 
of morality, and when these things 
occur in the story, brought in 
through plot, characterization, or 
setting, we must not only look to 
the fact that they are there but 
rather to their treatment. Life con-
tains evil as well as good and when 
an author places evil in his or her 
novel for a legitimate reason we 
must not criticize because evil ap-
pears; rather we must look to see 
if evil is treated from the correct 
perspective, to see if whether or 
not evil is glorified, whether or not 
it is just immorality for the sake 
of immorality that is portrayed. 
The writers of the naturalistic 
school, it would appear, write of 
evil and sin as an end in them-
selves. Certainly they are not since 
evil and sin are nothing more than 
a lack of goodness; but they do 
appear in life and if literature is a 
representation of life we must ad-
mit that sin can appear in our 
literature. Careful handling of the 
proportion and careful treatment of 
evil is one of the discriminating 
marks of a real literary artist as 
compared with some realists of our 
modern school. 
MR. FRANK SULLIVAN 
is attempting to put out an An· 
nual for you. Give him some 
encouragement by lending your 
support._ GET BEHIND THE 
ANNUAL! 
I 
= 
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REDS OPEN SEASON AGAINST BLUEJAYS 
Nine Vetera.ns Report For 
Practice At Coach's Call 
Red 8 White 
Briels 
Brown and Gold 
Presents Articles MASTER 
At present 
PRESENT 
(Continued from page 2) the Masters are Mr. Benj. Massie, S. J., Ray Taylor, 
that the college did not have an John McGraw, Prof. John Dunphy, Father William Heavey, S J is _.,. d 
Essay Contest Arouses 
Interest of Collegians 
Papers Due April 12 
Shamrocks Begin 
Season 
After two weeks of hard practice, 
the baseball squad is gradually 
rounding into shape. With nine of 
last year's lettermen back and a 
very likely looking crew of new 
aspirants on hand, Coach Ade Ma-
guire is optimistic about the team's 
chances of capturing the pennant. 
Two or three practice tilts have 
been scheduled to key the players 
up for the opening of the league 
battle tomorrow against Cathedral. 
Thornsberry and Roberts have 
won berths on the pitching staff. 
Two more hurlers will be selected 
this week from the quartet of Rar-
ing, Blake, French and Mcinerny. 
Porter is a likely candidate in the 
catching department. Duggan and 
Cronin are also trying for this posi-
tion. Cahill, LaTorra, Captain 
Mumford and Reinert compose a 
veteran infield. Butler, Hickey, 
Flint, and Merkl will make the 
Alumni Nite Crowded 
With Thrills 
Boxing, Wrestling and Basket-
ball Are All On the 
Same Card 
students, interested in Catholic Beck, Phil Dolan, Henry Siems, 
at the hospital were forgotten in d 
leadership, the opportunity to stu Y Jack Cassidy, Chas. Collins, and 
the round of cheerful greetings he and saturate themselves with high- Frank Sullivan. 
· ·• organization that would · ....... or Ed Austen, Paul Schmitz, Niels back with us again. His two months 
A large number of College stud-
ents are ambitiously at work on the 
received on his return this week. er Catholic education. With this Masters 
Donald Connolly is at Childrens' Graduate include the annual intercollegiate English es-
need in mind he founded The Study aforementioned Jesuit scholastics, hospital with a very badly infected Club, the embryo of Mace and say contest, papers for which must 
arm. The blood poisoning caused and Thomas Doran, Eddie Day, 
him much pain and high fever and Mitre. During Father Kelly's presi- Frank Kolka, Paul Feyen, Ed be submitted to the dean's office 
dency the organization had a check- Beaudette, Jim Leyden, Ray not later than April 12. 
he is still in a precarious condition. ered and none too active existence. 
Shake it off Don. We t u Scheuth, Forest Allen, Louis de The best three essays will be 
wan yo With his departure for Loyola, Chi- Baca, Jr., Tom Fortune, Ed von- chosen from each college or uni-back with us soon. 
cago,. his brain-child hibernated, but mer, Phil Derig, Bob Owens, and versity in the Missouri province 
With a huge Regis Reg banner -R & W- not for long. others the Master interviewed and sent to Chicago where the com-
at the west end of the gallery and B o b Lukas is moving uP FATHER MORRISON -could not remember. 
a large American flag at the east in Sodality circles-stepping into REESTABLISHED IT 
end, with. a packed ·gallery and rows real activity. Joe Grout was made In 1929 Mr. c. H. Morrison, s. J., ORIGINAL SPIRIT 
of chairs around the basketball chairman of a new section of the now at Heythrup College, Oxon, STILL REMAINS 
mittee on awards will decide on the 
winners. Marquette, Creighton, St. 
Louis, and Loyola (Chicago) are 
among the institutions which will 
floor, all occupied, alumni, parents, Sodality, the parish section, and England, received the confiding Thus today .we find the Masters vie for honors. Regis took first and 
friends, and students enjoyed a pro- notes were taken at the last meet- complaint of some of his students, of the Mace and Mitre with an fifth last year. 
gram of thrills, one after another, ing of the activities of sodalists in that Regis did not develop a man 
on March 16. their own parishes. Statistics will fully from the viewpoint of the arts 
BASKETBALL GAME 
OPENING EVENT 
be gathered, ideas dispensed, and and sciences in relation to religion. 
real energy displayed in making This objection to the curricula 
this a very active section of the brought an enthusiastic and capable 
Sodality. group of collegiate leaders into a 
George Reinert was made chair- revitalized "Study Club." A tenta-
ever increasing spirit of convert- R . t t t f h d 
eg1s con es an s, res men an like enthusiasm for the ideals of 
upperclassmen, are at work on the 
the charter members. The same 
essay. 
Since the notice for this contest 
fidelity to the Wednesday meetings 
can be verified by anyone who 
watches the door to the Tavern. was given, the library has been 
The same representative type of rushed by earnest students seeking 
valuable reference work concerning man of another new section-the tive constitution was drawn up, a students, the same democratic gov-
their selected topic. The subject of 
new name was thought desirable, 
and weekly Wednesday nigbt meet-
ernment, the same fraternal spirit, 
the same intellectual interest and this essay is "The Catholic Gradu-
The opening event was a basket-
ball game against St. Mary's of 
Colorado Springs. The Reds had 
all the springs. They started right 
at the blow of the whistle, and by 
the end of the first quarter they 
veterans fight for their positions. had run up a lead of ten points 
Garden performers back from last 1 as t:he actual score stood at eleven 
year's squad are Galligan, Carroll, to one. In the second ~uarter the 
Yoleff, and Masterson. Scheiman, regulars watched from the sidelines 
publicity section, and at once went 
into action by appending posters on 
the bulletin. 
-R&W-
discussion, these mark the continu- ate and Revealed Religion." ings were established. The object 
of the organization was formulated ance and development of a society 
in this quotation, "the cultivating that Regis, in the words of its 
Perna, and Verdieck have also been 
showing up well as fly chasers. A 
nifty crew of youngsters are work-
ing out for the Shamrocks under 
the tutelage of Rosie O'Grady and 
Tom Plemel. 
Pi Alpha Rho Is 
Annual Sponsor 
and still the score kept going mer-
rily along, though the visitors did 
quite a bit bette.r. At the half the 
score stood 18 to 9. 
After the rest period the regulars 
came back for more fun and piled 
up a safer lead. Latta was removed 
from the game to save him for one 
of. the bouts on the program, but 
Verdieck, J. Reinert, Costigan, 
Cella, Merkl and others kept to the 
original speed of the start, and 
when the whistle finally stopped the 
The "B" squad had a basketball 
party at the Dilullo home. All were 
surprised and delighted when Tiny 
Tim Cronin "crashed" the party. He 
just couldn't stay away from the 
old gang. 
-R&W-
in the hearts of born-Catholics a President, is glad to have on the When the students of the College 
convert-like enthusiasm for the campus. of St. Thomas, St. Paul, were asked 
faith." The meetings were attended to select a 10-book library, the con-
so faithfully and enthusiastically Lord Tennyson once said that sensus of opinion seemed to favor 
by all the members that Mace and Miller was the greatest poet that the following: (1) the Bible, (2) 
Mitre was the only organization at this country had produced. Cer- Virgil's Aeneid, (3) Dante's Divine 
Regis that never missed having a tainly Miller did possess the true Comedy, (4) Goethe's Faust, (5) 
Father J. Roger Lyons, of the weekly meeting. The charter mem- poetic spirit and his poems on the Shakespeare, (6) Van Doren's An-
Queen's Work Staff, gave us all a bers, as well as the present day beauties of nature ar&l hard to sur- thology of World Poetry, (7) The 
thrill or two in his entertaining Masters, found that the things of pass. Yet today if it were not for Story of the World's Literature by 
conference last Tuesday. He spoke God are not only cultural and prac- the San Joaquin Valley in Califor- Macy, (8) Adam Smith's Wealth 
of the three fields ahead of us. He tical, but also, so interesting that nia, I doubt if the name of a fine of Nations, (9) Some reliable his-
is welcome at any time, Regis likes they consider Mace and Mitre the poet, true lover of beauty would tory of Philosophy, (10) David Co~ 
him. most important part of their col- be found on the lips of men. perfield.-Purple and Grey. 
-R&W- lege life. 
A high school annual will be fracas the score was Regis 36, St. 
published by the prep students this Mary's 16. 
Large threes, small threes, red After Mr. Morrison was called to 
threes, white threes, all over the further study in England, Mr. John 
first corridor, on the windows, on Bannon, S. J. was chosen as the 
the bulletin board, in the class- Master from the faculty. He con-
year. Assurance of the success of CAPTAINS 
the project was announced early ARE ELECTED 
this week when the cash subscri~ 
tions passed the $100.00 mark. Pi 
Alpha Rho, activities club, is spon-
soring the work. 
Gene Latta has been selected as 
editor of the annual. John Galligan 
and Dan Monaghan will be his as-
sociates. The business end of the 
work will be handled by Jerry 
Doherty, John Graveline, and 
George Sweeney. John Doyle is ad-
vertising manager and Major Avon-
dale is in charge of patrons. The 
former is being assisted by Jim 
Langsfeld, Bernie Grosz, Charles 
Cassidy, Paul Cella, Herbert Fair-
all, John Bopp, Tom Tierney, Jack 
Gurtler, and Joe Stein. The assist-
ant patron managers are Jack 
Vance, Al Taylor, Joe Grout, Doug 
Gray, Charles Smith, Martin Har-
rington, Jack Akolt, Peter Feeney, 
and Alfred O'Meara. Art work will 
be taken care of by George Reinert 
and Frank McNulty. Assembling 
will be done by Jim Costigan, Art 
Pautler, and Paul Collins. 
High Debate Team 
Wins Two Before 
Elimination 
The debating team representing 
Regis High was eliminated from the 
Colorado debating tournament last 
Saturday morning when they lost 
to Canon City high school. Regis 
had defeated Grover High at Boul-
der and Englewood High on Fri-
day. Jack Smith, Bob Guiry, Fred 
Warshauer, and Lew Barger com-
posed the squad. Mr. Albert Mor-
rissey is the director of debate. 
Cathedral High lost in the finals to 
Boulder Prep. 
Previously the Regis squad had 
been defeated in its contests with 
St. Patrick's High at Pueblo. 
Students (Xavier University, Cin-
cinnati) were given an intellectual 
treat when Clayton Hamilton, noted 
dramatic critic and writer, spoke 
there on Hamlet and Caponsacchi. 
-Xaverian News. 
Then came some tense silence, rooms, everywhere. And a myster- tributed his ability to the organiza-
suspense, waiting, as the members ious question-mark after a row of tion during the whole of last year. 
of the basketball squad were voting threes in "Arthur's" column. The At the beginning of this year the 
for captain of the 1933-34 team. In mystery was solved by the same Masters convened on the second day 
a surprisingly brief time the votes "Arthur" the next morning, and his of class and drew up their plans. 
were cast and the counting was statement decided some heavy bets. As time advanced they invited Mr. 
public. Jim Eatough and Jim Costi- Arthur said it only takes three min- Benjamin Massie, S. J. to be 
gan will lead the Reds next season utes to visit Our Lord in the chapel. Master-elect from the faculty. He 
~ ~ 
as co-captains. 
The football squad then voted and 
it was announced that Jack La-
Torra and Ed Duggan were elected 
co-captains 9f the next season's foot-
ball team. 
BOXING AND 
WRESTLING NEXT 
Meanwhile a mat had been placed 
in the center of the floor, and then 
the leather mitts began to fly. Larry 
burns and Billy Devine fought three 
fast rounds to a draw in the strug-
gle for the featherweight champion-
ship. Mumford won a decision over 
Jack LaTorra for the welterweight 
crown, Strongman Costigan won the 
light middleweight crown from 
James Langsfeld, and the climax of 
the boxing events brought the 
heavyweight crown to Gene Latta, 
who managed to outpoint Duggan. 
The wrestling championship went 
to DeFrancia in two straight falls 
over Jerry Ponickvar. This event 
was easily the outstanding feature 
of the evening. 
Letters were awarded to the mem-
bers of the basketball team, and 
"B" letters to the members of the 
B squad who captured the champ-
ionship of the B division of the 
league without losing a single game. 
It was a night of nights, and the 
incessant applause of the large 
crowd manifested their enjoyment 
of the evening's events. 
Keep your eyes focused on the 
constellation of the world's leading 
scientists during the next few 
years. we predict that a new lum-
inary, none other than Joe Stuckey 
who is now grappling with the en-
chanting mysteries of the universe 
t Rensselaer Polytech, will one 
a . F day join the ranks of Einstem, r. 
Lemaitre, Haldane and others. 
-R&W-
accepted, and with Messers Dolan 
Collins, Siems, Cassidy and Sulli-
Second High A gets the banner van, was recognized on the Feast 
for a clever pamphlet plan. They of Christ the King after their per-
have a two cent monthly collection, iod of probation and examination. 
and buy five pamphlets each month. ACTIVITIES OF 
l i ~ Boxing Matches ~ These are kept in a convenient MACE and l\{ITRE 
place for the members of the c:lau The Masters of the Mace and 
to read at their leisure. Each mem- Mitre have for their activity the 
her of the c:lass gets to read five furtherance of the Christian cultur-
pamphleta a month-for two cents. al and religious ideal thru a thor-
It is rumored that First High A is oughly Catholic life, thru faithful 
trying to make some similar ar- attendance at the weekly meeting 
rangement for dispensing Esquimo in the Tavern, and thru the use 
pies. of the written and spoken word. 
-R&W- There are two recognition dinners 
given every year when new Masters 
are recognized and some prominent 
and capable leader is invited to 
3 
~ ~ 
~i!. 
~ i 
Wrestling Matches We expect a large and vociferous 
crowd of Regis orators at the first 
annual high school sodality rally to 
be held at the Cathedral gym on 
Sunday afternoon. The Sodalists 
will have a chance to express their 
views on Sodality matters and 
make suggestions that might be 
~~···"' 
L. ad~~~SM~~~e~~c~:[d their meetings fj\ Sponsored by 
in The Tavern, a room fitted out ~~ 
in the atmosphere of masculine T h 
solidarity and cultural refinement. e 
feasible in helping the spirit of co- Adetcoprraetseedntmto~ee Tl·na~::npi~sgb;!~: t~: r.·· 
operation between the different ""'' ~~;g::~~~};,~:::.::i~:.~~~::~: ~#1;if~~;:::r~p~~~;,_ ~ Student Co unci I 
Father Herbers Will ~~!t::s.:~=~~ :~~h;r:~:: ~~a~n ~:: t_~ •. · .  ~.~ •• , ~ APRIL 7th ~ Conduct Retreat vacancies to be, or left open, by ~ 
A Ch Masters who have left the fireside t eyenne of the Tavern. The prospective 7 30 ' I k 
members are chosen for their in- '""'' : 0 C OC 
Wearing his new hat, President terest in Catholic Action, potential e,v 
Father Herbers left Tuesday for leadership, character and congen- --~·... Ad • • 1 0 R • G 
Cheyenne where he will conduct the iality. This standard has been so miSSIOn c egiS ym 
annual retreat for the students of thorough, and the choice of the r . 
the Academy of the Holy Child, Masters so selective that Mace and 'j1 
Frank · Broussard's alma mater. Mitre has produced many of the ~:::: · BE T H ERE I 
~ 
Next week he will address the most prominent student leaders on (~· • 
Tabernacle society in Denver. On the campus. The membership is ~ ~~ 
April 10 he will begin the annual limited to ten student Masters, and, 
retreat for the students at Mount if they so choose, two Masters from <!.: .... J 
St. Gertrude academy in Boulder. the faculty. ~~'5.~?-'~~C~~C~~?,J( 
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Professor Dunphy's Boots! Pet ~f Campus, Plot to Rid Campus of Athletic Director 
Players In Contest Fa1ls to T.urn Up Ill-Appearing Wreck E I . F I 
On T1me Is Thickening Xp aiDS au ty 
Carroll Hall~nts have often . Muscle Condition The players will present "Sub- The theme song of Regis might merged" in the onil-act play contest well be, "Oh where, oh where, has 
been awakened in the wee hours of ---to be held this month in a down my little dog gone?" for Boots, a 
town theatre. Professor Dunphy the morning by the pounding beat Solution Found in well 
come dog and a campus pet, has of a motor. n is not an ordinary 0 . . d T will direct the thespians while John t t d t hi h 1r t • • no re urne o s usual aunts. motor-it couldn't be and cause ec e raiDing Bruggeman will have charge of the E f th t fi 
very year or e pas ve years such a terrific uproar-but it is a ---
setting and properties. Twice in t tl d t f · h h d "D 't 
a le a ven o sprmg e as rna e motor which could well be termed on wrestle-you'll get muscle-
succession the Collegians have won his appearance. This year he has bound! Don't lift weights! that 
first place in the tournament spon- the "Mechanic's Delight." A me-
• 
everywhere, but he does not exer-
cise them to the full, that is he 
'"chins" himself about three-fourths 
of the way up and does not let his 
body completely down before he 
again pulls up. (I use chinning be-
cause it is so obvious) He shortens 
his muscles, they have not their 
fully extended power so that he 
cannot move smoothly due to mus-
cle "spots" or strong places in the 
muscles. For instance. Bicycle rid-
ers are seldom good sprinters be-
cause, as a rule, they ride with a 
April 1, 1933 
an ox, he may also be as dumb as 
an ox and have slow nervous re-
flexes, in which case it is obvious-
ly unfair to compare him with oth-
er men of higher intelligence and 
fast reflexes (nervous reactions). 
Interest is another thing and ex-
tremely important. Perhaps Jones 
hates basketball and hence will not 
try to learn, while some slip of a 
lad easily excels him. Hence in com-
paring athletes, you must consider 
everything. 
sored by the Little Theatre group 
each spring, and if they win this 
year the trophy which they have 
gained possession of on two occa-
not yet reported. chanic, be he amateur or profession- makes you muscle-bound! Don't 
Heretofore Boots has been an ar- al, could find more things to re- work on parallel bars or rings-
dent devotee of football, and would pair and more knocks to soften in that makes you muscle-bound!" 
sit by the hour watching the col- this motor, than a loyal Republican Such are the well intended bits of 
legians kick the ball back and forth. can find wrong with the Democra· advice every athlete encounters on 
SYSTEMATIC TRAINING 
low seat using only a shortened leg MAKES BETTER ATHLETE 
movement, hence the leg is relative-
sions will become their permanent Or if there was no football game tic platform. his way toward a well developed 
property. James Burke who two to watch he gamboled about, (not and useful physique. Like all per-
This, then, is my contention. 
Given two men exactly the same 
in every respect, size, frame, cour-
age, intelligence, reflex action, in-
terest, health, strength, etc. and years ago was awarded first prize in keeping with the dignity of his MERELY AN nicious maxims and philosophies 
for the best performance of the age) or was content to lie in the ANTIQUE they c<:mtain a grain of truth. You 
series is in the cast of "Submerged." sun and have his ears scratched by The car itself is a dilapidated have known muscle-bound wrest-
passers-by. The Collegians miss his antique of doubtful origin. It has, lers? So have I. You have known 
nonsensical antics. among other things, two headlights muscle-bound weight-lifters? So 
ly not as strong in an extended 
position, which is necessary to 
sprinting, This causes a shortened 
muscle, or a large lump in the mid-
dle, but not as strong nor as well 
developed at the ends, · hence the give one systematic training and 
muscle is "powerful" only in a re- develop him thoroughly, you have 
stricted sense. a better all around man because 
Father Lyons 
Is Visitor 
so you can readily see how it is his foundation is better, his whole 
muscular system is in shape, the 
tonus is equal throughout and the 
body of the trained man is ready 
to learn because it has the advan-
tage of increased strength and co-
ordination. Now give them both the 
same training in games, and the 
developed one will be the superior 
man, providing of course always 
that everything else is equal. 
Therefore my claim is that syste-. 
matic and competently directed ex-
ercise, while it may not make you 
the best athlete on the campus, due 
to natural handicaps of one type 
or another, still rather than make 
you muscle-bound, it will make you 
the very best man for your natural 
qualifications. That is, after all, the 
most you can expect in this life 
because we are not all created tJqual 
but must do our best with what we 
have, and by so doing become rela-
At the College 
Very little is known about Boots, (one of which works), two bumpers, have I. "Well then is it dangerous possible to become unbalanced phy-
but one doubts exceedingly if he is and four wheels. The various other to use weights and wrestle, etc. sically in one of many ways and 
a thorough-bred. His hair is matted paraphernalia which constitute this Am I liable to become muscle- hence be badly co-ordinated and 
on not too fat flanks, and his ears "Rolls-Rough" may be regarded as bound?" Yes, if you are not careful awkward-a victim of one sided-
droop in a forlorn fashion. His eyes mere accessories. you may get muscle-bound because ness 
are a soulful brown, and he limps This relic of bygone days has unscientific exercise, exercise per- CAN BE 
--- slightly from a shock received when been humorously nick-named the formed without a knowledge of CORI:tECTED 
Rev. John F. Lyons, S. J., sodality a car refused to concede him his "phaeton" or the "phantom", of anatomy and muscle functions may "Is it possible to overcome this 
organizer and associate editor of half of the street. All in all, he which the latter is the more suit- be developing you lop-sidedly. You condition?" Yes, under competent 
Queen's Work, returned to St. Louis presents a most bedraggled appear- able because of its ghastly appear- may be performing exercises in- direction the condition may be over-
last week after a brief visit to ance. He was a character in The ance. It is the property of a gentle- correctly, thus shortening your come in a relatively short time and 
Regis. On Sunday morning, March Goose Hangs High, a play present- man from Oklahoma. In co-partner- muscles, etc. You may be over- the muscular development balanced 
19, he spoke before a large group ed by the dramatic club last year. ship with him are a Pueblo gentle- exercising one set and under-exer- completely. Then Jones will co-
of Denver sodalists concerning the No game is complete without his man, and a crooner. cising its antagonist, or you may be ordinate well and be, for his par-
purpose of the Sodality. critical eye upon it. When will he entirely neglecting one group of ticular frame and bone leverage and 
Representatives from Regis and return? LAST RESORT muscles , and so your development nervous system, a well co-ordinated 
Loretto Heights sodalities, as well IS TO BUY gets "off balance." You get badly man. Bear in mind I said "for his 
as groups from the nurses' units at S f H" t • I The proud owners may be seen developed and hence co-ordinate particular frame and nervous sys-
St. Anthony's and St. Joseph's hos- urvey 0 IS onca tinkering with the motor, trying poorly, and people say-"He's mus- tern, becouse co-ordination and speed 
pitals were present. Approximately N I S b • t f the brakes, and in general cleaning cle-bound." depend more than you realize up-
eighty persons attended the lecture. ove S U J ec 0 up the "'phaeton." The continual on your nervous reflexes and frame-
disturbance has led to a movement MEANING OF 
PURPOSE OF L"tterature Club "MUSCLE-BOUND" work; the relative length of the 
SODALITY TOLD . to buy the nuisance. Faculty mem- bones in your calf and thigh, for 
Personal holiness and Catholic --- ·bers and Carroll Hall residents What then is the real meaning of instance, determine whether you 
th alike would gladly pool their re- the word "muscle-bound"? A condi-action were stressed by Fa er The Current literature club will can develop speed, provided your 
t · f th 1 tion known as "muscle-bound!' ex-Lyons as the ultimate end of Soda!- hold its re~lar bi-monthly meeting sources o msure or emse ves one reflexes are normal. In other words, 
ity work. He stated that in the next Sunday, April 2nd, at 3:00 night of undisturbed rest. ists: Jones may not be · a champion but 
(Th d . ranee of th reck (a) When one set of muscles (for formation of the Sodality compe- P. M. Miss Quantrille D. McClung, e lsappea e w he will be a first class Jones, well 
tent officers should be appointed or directress of Clubs for the Denver would also add materially to the instance the biceps of upper arm) 
elected, and . that the program for Public Library will be the princi- beauty of our campus). is developed at the expense of its 
the year should be left to their pal speaker. Her subject will be antagonistic muscles (i.e. triceps of 
developed and co-ordinated. I can 
just hear some sophomore say: 
makl."g. Extra-Extra curr1'cular +·-·---·-·--·· •• •• ·------·+ upper arm)· ~ "Late Historical Novels, a survey." •1 activities were mentioned as neces- Brief mention of a few of the j ESSAY REFERENCES • (b) When one portion of body, 
"Yeah, but I know a guy named 
Jones who is strong as an ox but 
he's a rotten basketball player-he 
falls all over the court and looks sary to maintain the interest of outstanding new books will follow i HAVE ARRIVED i.e. upper body, is developed at the 
' expense of another, i.e. legs. sodalists. 
Father Lyons also outlined in 
brief a play which is to be given 
by the united colleges of St. Louis 
immediately upon his return. Mem-
bers of the cast are to give talks 
concerning the subject, "Christ as 
the Ideal of Manhood." 
Many difficulties and problems 
were proposed when the speaker in-
vited those present to ask questions. 
PRAISES BOOK 
REVIEW SERVICE 
The Regis Book Review service 
published in the Denver Register 
was highly praised by Father Lyons 
because of the fact that it does so 
her lecture. 
Bank Holiday Was 
Good Policy Says 
Mr. Dunphy 
"The national bank holiday 
served to restore public confidence," 
said Mr. John Dunphy, economics 
I terrible - he's muscle-bound." 
l 
In regard to the intercollegi. (c) When muscles become short-
Wrong, Mr. Sophomore. Just be-ate English contest on the ened and knotty. 
graduate of the Catholic col- Now concerning Class A, let us cause Jones has a perfect muscular 
lege and the need for revealed bri~fly consider the condition. John system and is capable of co-ordina-
tion is absolutely no ' proof he can 1. religion in social life, the list Jones decides ne wants a set of 
1 of references sent to Father arms like Jack Dempsey's, so he step on a basketball court and play 
• Sandoval from St. Louis is al· I chins the bar daily until the mus- a game he has never learned to play. 
. 
!
!
1 
most complete in our own li- "I cles on the front of the upper arm That is simply a matter of habit. 
It is as foolish as throwing him into brary. Father has 95 per cent. I (biceps) become large and strong, 
f
·. of these references which he 1.:
1 
but Jones does not exercise the a lake and saying-"There, Jones, if 
will soon place on one of the muscle of the back of his upper you co-ordinate so well, swim out." 
professor, to a reporter for The w ll 'f Jones never learned to library tables for those who arm (triceps) hence those muscles e ' 1 Brown and Gold. "People have had · · h '11 d wn 1'f he's the best 
J wish to use them. Anyone who remain small and relatively weak. I SWlm, e go 0 an 'Opportunity to get over the hys- • b lanced athlete on earth or else 
= plans to submit an essay will I Now the biceps pull the arm toward a ' 
teria occasioned by their closing, 1 find this excellent selection of • you while the triceps pull it away, he will dog-paddle out in ludicrous 
they are now able to . think more I indispensable aid. The three II so if the biceps are strong and in fashion making an ass of himself. 
clearly and realize that the Prest- I Wh ? Simply because he has not 
•
1 
essays selected by the judges •
1 
fine condition (having muscular Y · • 
much to foster Catholic Action. The dent and Congress are doing all here are to be in the Chicago . tonus) they pull the arm toward learned to swim, and he must be 
Literature Club also came into the they can to put the country upon I mail on April 22. The Regis I you powerfully and fast, but the taught to swim or box or play bas-
lime-light, as the work, of this club a sounder basis and that most of I judges will need at least a J triceps having been neglected are ketball before his system can pos-
ts somewhat contiguous with the the banks · are fundamentally =·I week to go over the paper and i not "in shape" and do not work the sibly co-ordinate tor that particular 
work of the sodality. sound." b game 
I 
choose the est. .·1 arm in the opposite direction either · Much of Father Lyons time is "We now have controlled infla- DIFFERENT COORDINATION 
spent in traveling, but for the next 
few days he will 'be occupied with 
visiting the various branches of the 
Sodality in Denver, and in conduct-
ing a retreat for the girls of St. 
t' " h 'd "I 't f ll th +,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,+ strongly or quickly, so that the arm FOR VARIOUS SPORTS 
lOn, e sal · n spl e 0 a e development is unbalanced and co-
hue and cry against inflation, it is 
F th L Cusack Is ordination is very poor. now a reality. But the government a er eo Again, basketball stars are no-toriously poor wrestlers until they 
Mary's Academy. 
Andy Hauk Abandons 
Crutches and Returns 
intends to control it. As banks are Giving Lecture Series 
able to release deposited money 
they will gradually return this new 
currency. If this policy is followed 
there is no danger of over inflation. 
If the policy is not followed we are 
apt to witness a condition similar 
Father Leo Cusack, professor of 
philosophy and religion at Regis, 
delivered a lecture on psychology on 
March 24 at the Argonaut hotel. 
This was the first of a series of 
--- to that following the Civil war." lectures to be giv~n by Father 
Andy Hauk, after a period of "The length of time it will take Cusack on this subject. These en-
tertaining and cultural talks are 
sponsored by the Mesdames of the 
Sacred Heart. The lecture was at-
three weeks during which he was for the general distribution of this 
laid up with a fractured knee cap, currency depends upon the activity 
has returned to school. Andy, seem- of business and upon the faith of 
ingly none the worse for the acci- the depositors. Present plans for 
tended by seventy persons. dent, refuses to have much to say distribution of the new issue of cur-
concerning it except that he does rency will include business concerns 
not think he will be able to ski for who will use it to meet pay rolls, 
a while, in view of the fact the the government will issue it in re-
surgeon molded about seven pounds turn for government bonds and it 
Former Professor of 
College Writes 
of plaster of paris around his leg will be issued to banks wishing to ---
and handed him a pair of crutches. borrow money from the federal re- Mr. John F. Bannon, S. J., doing 
Andy hasn't forgotten how to serve system." his theology at the Jesuit seminary 
smile, and it's a real pleasure to in St. Mary's, Kansas, has an ar-
see him once again showing those San Francisco.-Sister Anthony, ticle entitled Thomas Aquinas in a 
front teeth as he beams up and Dean of the College of Notre Dame Forgotten Role in the current issue 
down the halls. at Belmont, and one of the most of Thought, a high class quarterly 
Better luck next time Andy and widely known Catholic women edu- published by the Jesuit Fathers in 
smoother sailing from now on. cators and writers in the West, died New York City. Rev. Wilfrid 
From Milwaukee comes the re-
port that Bob Steinbruner is one 
of the most active and popular un-
derclassmen at Marquette Univer-
sity. Bob enrolled last fall in the 
school of journalism. 
after an illness of many months. Parons, S. J., is editor-in-chief of 
Requiem Mass in the chapel of the Thought and Rev. Francis P. Le-
college where she had passed the Buffe, S. J. is the managing editor. 
greater part of her life, was attend- Aggregated to the board of editors 
ed by high dignitaries of the and associate editors is a group of 
church, clergy and sisters from the scholars, each well equipped in his 
different religious orders. own specialty. 
BALANCE NECESSARY are taught to wrestle because they 
IN TRAINING co-ordinate for basketball, and it is 
The same of course holds true a muscular (or kinesthetic) habit 
of any set of muscles-they all have to shoot and dribble, etc.; -all ac-
antagonistic or supplementary tions away from the body while 
groups, and to develop one set at wrestling is a tugging game and 
the expense of either the antagon- the basketball player must just re-
istic or the supplementary groups verse his kinesthetic system to 
is to unbalance your muscular sys- wrestle. The same is true of boxers, 
tern. they too work away. But is it fair 
Case B is simpler. Suppose a man, to say he does not co-ordinate just 
Jones for clarity, has sense enough ·because he cannot wrestle? Of 
to develop every muscle in his arms, course not, because as a basketball 
triceps and biceps but does not de- player, or boxer, he may be A 1. The 
velop his back and chest muscles. reverse is also true. A good wrest-
Well of course the same condition ler could be a good basketball play-
prevails; he has beautiful arms but er if he worked at it and learned 
the chest and back are underdevel- the game. But every game must be 
oped so that he again co-ordinates learned in itself and practiced, so 
badly. But suppose that finally he that the kinesthetic or muscular 
is wise enough to develop every sin- habit of certain actions is formed. 
gle mus.cle in his upper body equal- The best all around athletes are 
ly but neglects his legs. Again he usually very well built as their 
is muscle-bound because the mus- muscular system is balanced and 
cular tonus of his upper body is they are capable of great co·ordina-
all out of proportion to his legs and tion after they are taught. 
they cannot stand the strain in pro- NERVOUS SYSTEM 
portion and do not recover from PRIME FACTOR 
fatigue like his upper body, so that 
again he is lop-sided. 
Class C. Again, supposing Jones 
finally garners enough anatomy and 
physiology to attempt to develop all 
his muscles, high and low and 
Bear in mind always that the 
bony framework and nervous sys- . 
tern and intelligence also count.! 
Just because a man is muscularly I 
perfect is no proof that he can 
think. Besides being as strong as : 
tively perfect. 
THE DENVER 
DRY GOODS 
COMPANY 
"Where[Denver Shops with Confidence" 
The Wamsutta Mills, 
famous as the makers 
of t h e very finest 
sheeting. 
Wilson Bros., 
the label men ask for . 
The Denver Dry Goods, 
famed for value m 
men's haberdashery 
for 39 years 
have combined 
to bring you 
Men's Shirts 
-of-
Wamsutta 
Broadcloth 
$195 
Young men and old men 
-they all want a shirt 
that will fit, and yet have 
all the latest styles and 
colors, combined with the 
finest of quality. At last 
we have everything a man 
could desire in a shirt-
The Perfect Shirt. 
This is our proof-
1. Pre-shrunk by the best pro-
cess in the industry. 
2. Collar materials are doubte 
shrunk-hand cut and hand 
turned. 
3. Special yoke construction·-
' neater fit and easier to iron. 
4. Correct body proportion . . 
ample length and plenty of 
room through chest. 
5. Improved armhole design al-
lows ample fullness across 
chest and shoulders. 
6. Buttons sewed on to stay. 
7. Uniformly finer stitching 
than in any shirt at this 
price. 
8. Wamsutta Broadcloth Shirts 
are positively guaranteed to 
give complete satisfaction. 
Sold Exclusively at 
The Denver Dry Goods 
MEN'S STORE-STREET FLOOR 
~----------------------~ 
